The holy grail of heavy The holy grail of heavy --ion physics: ion physics: 
is the is the single particle phase single particle phase--space distribution function space distribution function --probability to find the particle at position probability to find the particle at position r r with momentum with momentum p p at time at time t t self self--generated generated Hartree Hartree-- 
Probability including Probability including Pauli blocking of fermions:
Pauli blocking of fermions: 
Quark propagator:
The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM) The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM) quarks and gluons (= quarks and gluons (= ‚ ‚dynamical dynamical quasiparticles quasiparticles' ') ) with with off off--shell spectral functions shell spectral functions (width, mass) defined by the DQPM (width, mass) defined by the DQPM in in self self--generated mean generated mean--field potential field potential for quarks and gluons for quarks and gluons U U, , U U g g EoS EoS of partonic phase: of partonic phase: ‚ ‚crossover crossover' ' from lattice QCD from lattice QCD (fitted by DQPM) (fitted by DQPM) (quasi (quasi--) elastic and inelastic ) elastic and inelastic parton parton--parton parton interactions: interactions: using the effective cross sections from the DQPM using the effective cross sections from the DQPM IV. IV. Hadronic phase:
Hadronic Properties of parton Properties of parton --hadron matter: hadron matter: electric conductivity electric conductivity the the QCD QCD matter matter even at T even at T~T T c c is is a a much better electric conductor much better electric conductor than Cu or Ag than Cu or Ag (at room (at room temperature) temperature) by a factor of 500 ! by a factor of 500 !
The response of the strongly The response of the strongly--interacting interacting system in equilibrium to an system in equilibrium to an external electric field external electric field eE eE z z defines the defines the electric conductivity electric conductivity σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 0 0 : : P r e l i m i n a r y P r e l i m i n a r y P r e l i m i n a r y P r e l i m i n a r y PHSD PHSD--preliminary: Olena Linnyk preliminary: Olena Linnyk
